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“The immune support claim has become of paramount
importance to consumers in 2020 due to fears of the virus,
and brands, especially beverage brands, are already
responding by creating new products featuring vitamins/
ingredients including vitamins C and D, and zinc."
- Caleb Bryant, Associate Director of Food and
Drink Reports

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The impact of COVID-19 on consumer interest in nutrition claims
Growth and decline of claims in food and beverage launches
Whitespace nutrition claim opportunities
How demographic changes indicate new nutrition claim opportunities
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The real deal
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Figure 25: Important food and drink claims, August 2020
Preservative free is the way to be for Boomers and WWII/Swing Gen consumers
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Consumers prioritize healthy heart and gut
Figure 33: Experience and interest in product benefits, August 2020
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Market aging in place benefits to older men
Figure 37: Experience and interest in product benefits, I currently eat/drink products with this benefit, by gender and age, August
2020

Food and Drink Behaviors
Consumers scrutinize panels, but taste reigns supreme
Figure 38: Food and drink behaviors, August 2020
Health can come with a price
Figure 39: Food and drink behaviors, by age and HHI, August 2020
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Appendix – Food and Drink Claim and Benefit Matrices
Experience and interest in product claims
Figure 40: Product claim matrix: consume products with claim vs % of food products launched carrying claim
Figure 41: Product claim matrix: interested in trying products with claim vs % of food products launched carrying claim
Figure 42: Product claim matrix: consume products with claim vs % of beverage products launched carrying claim
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Figure 43: Product claim matrix: consume products with claim vs % of beverage products launched carrying claim
Experience and interest in product benefits
Figure 44: Product benefit matrix: consume products with benefit vs % of food products launched carrying benefit
Figure 45: Product benefit matrix: interested in trying products with benefit vs % of food products launched carrying benefit
Figure 46: Product benefit matrix: consume products with benefit vs % of beverage products launched carrying benefit
Figure 47: Product benefit matrix: interested in trying products with benefit vs % of beverage products launched carrying benefit
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